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Islamic Marriage Certificate/Contract 

On this day of        /    /2020, 
We have officiated this marriage certificate of the following couple in accordance with the 

Islamic Shari’ah (law), in the city of Madison , the state of Mississippi. 
Bride groom: 

I, _________________________,solemnly propose to marry  Miss _____________________ 
, and take her as my wife in accordance with the Guidance of 
the Qur’an (the Book of God) the Sunnah (Tradition) of the Prophet Muhammad, pbuh. 
I have given her as paid part of the Mahr (Sadaq) 
and I agree to pay the deferred part of the Mahr.  
 

Bride: 
I, ____________________________ , accept your solemn proposal to take me as your wife 
in accordance with the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, pbuh. I accept 
a paid part of the Mahr  and a deferred part of the Mahr.  
 

Bride’s Wali: 
I, _______________, the Wali of the Bride being her Father accept the 
solemn proposal of Mr.Basel Alshuaibi to marry my Daughter  in accordance 
with the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, pbuh. 
 

Declarations: 

1) We make this declaration before the present witnesses, praying to Almighty Allah to be our 
Witness. Allah is the Best of all witnesses. 

2) We also declare here that while our marriage is performed according to the Islamic Law ONLY, 
 and we fully understand this is NOT civic, legal marriage in USA. 

inseparable and integral part of this our marriage contract. 
3) We declare that we wish our children be raised as Muslims under any and all circumstances, 

events and incidences. 
              NAME                                                             SIGNATURE 

Groom:               ______________________ 

Bride:                                                                                                          ______________________ 

Wali:                ______________________ 

Witness1:                  ______________________ 

Witness2:                  ______________________ 
Mississppi Muslim Association  :                                        ______________________ 
 

                      City of Madsion                   State of Mississippi                            Date   \    \ 2020 
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